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Abstract
We use the high IQ Terman sample to estimate relationships between edu-
cation, socioemotional skills, and health-related outcomes that include health
behaviors, lifestyles, and health measures across the lifecycle. By both fo-
cusing on a high IQ sample and controlling for IQ in regression models, we
mitigate ability bias due to cognitive skill. In addition, we control for detailed
personality measures to account for socioemotional skills. We model skills
using factor analysis to address measurement error and adopt a powerful
stepdown procedure to account for multiple hypothesis testing. We find that
among high IQ subjects, education is linked to better health-related outcomes,
in contrast to previous evidence. Conscientiousness, Openness, Extraversion,
and Neuroticism are linked to various health-related outcomes across the life-
cycle. Furthermore, we find that accounting for a comprehensive set of skills,
measurement error, and multiple hypothesis testing not only provides greater
confidence in several established relationships but also generates novel re-
sults.
Key words: college education, Big Five personality taxonomy, health behav-
ior, lifestyle, health
JEL codes: I12, J24
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous studies on the education-health gradient, although it remains
a controversial topic. Recently there has been a growing recognition of the importance of
socioemotional skills for health as both major predictors of health-related outcomes and
confounders of the effect of education on health. Yet it is challenging to study the roles
of both education and early skills on health in mid- and late-life due to data limitations.
We exploit a unique dataset, the Terman lifecycle data of children with high ability, to
overcome this problem.
The Terman cohort consists of subjects born around 1910 who were selected from
schools in California for their high IQs. The data prospectively cover the period from
1922 to 1991 and combine high-quality measures of IQ and personality obtained around
age 12, personality around age 30, and lifecycle measurements of health and health-
related outcomes. The rich and long panel data allow us to estimate relationships across
multiple health-related outcomes at different stages of the lifespan.
Research on the education-health gradient has been plagued by the presence of con-
founding factors. Both cognitive and socioemotional skills were shown to be important
sources of bias for estimates of education’s effect on health (Conti and Hansman, 2013;
Conti et al., 2010). In this paper, we address the potential bias issue in two ways. First,
we focus on a sample of high IQ individuals, which reduces the magnitude of both
the education-ability correlation and the health-ability correlation, hence lessening the
potential for bias due to cognitive ability in the effect of education on health. Second,
we control for an IQ score covariate in our regressions and explicitly model latent so-
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cioemotional skills that are expected to contribute to ability bias (Carneiro, Hansen, and
Heckman, 2003; Heckman, Pinto, and Savelyev, 2013; Heckman, Stixrud, and Urzu´a,
2006).
This paper differs methodologically from papers that rely on natural experiments as
a source of identification. Given the limitations of natural experiments1 and the contro-
versy over the causal status of education’s effect on health2, we believe that our alternate
approach provides useful evidence to complement existing studies. In particular, in-
struments based on compulsory schooling laws tend to recover estimates for relatively
low-achieving individuals who are induced by the law to complete additional primary
or secondary education, while our estimates are valid for a high-achieving population.
We acknowledge that this approach has its own limitations. Causal inference for our
estimates relies on a generalization of the conditional independence assumption. We
cannot rule out that some unaccounted confounder violates this assumption. However, it
is difficult to consider a confounder that is not covered by our detailed set of observable
and latent controls and that would be a concern across both the wide range of outcomes
as well as the multiple stages of the lifecycle that we analyze. Additionally, our identifi-
cation is supported by a placebo test. Further, we have evidence that using a sample of
high-ability people greatly reduces the role of confounders.3
We find that among high IQ individuals, education is linked to multiple health-related
1The limitations of natural experiments include issues with validity, monotonicity, weak instruments,
loss of power, and identification of the effect only for the group that is induced to change behavior by the
instrument (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi, 2005; Carneiro et al., 2011; Heckman and Vytlacil, 2005, 2007).
2While some papers claim a causal effect of compulsory education on health or longevity (Grossman,
2004; Grossman and Kaestner, 1997; Lleras-Muney, 2005; van Kippersluis et al., 2011), others find that there
is little to no effect (Albouy and Lequien, 2009; Clark and Royer, 2013; Mazumder, 2008).
3We find that the inclusion of IQ, skills and background controls for the Terman sample barely changes
the education coefficient, confirming that using a sample selected on high IQs reduces concerns of bias
(see figure C-4 of the web appendix).
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behaviors and outcomes, and that these links persist after conditioning on IQ, socioemo-
tional skills, and detailed background controls and accounting for multiple hypothesis
testing. This contradicts results found by Auld and Sidhu (2005), who use parental
schooling as an instrumental variable and find that for high ability individuals in the
NLSY, additional schooling has little health benefit, and most of the impact of education
on health is observed among low ability individuals with little schooling.4 They con-
clude that policies aimed at raising college attainment among high ability individuals
are unlikely to improve population health, and that ability and schooling are likely sub-
stitutes for producing health. Our findings suggest, in contrast, that higher education
and IQ may not be close substitutes for producing essential health-related outcomes, so
that even high ability individuals greatly benefit from completing college.
Furthermore, to the extent that our results are externally valid5, they strengthen
claims of a causal effect of college attainment on health in two ways. First, we use a
more rigorous criteria for conditional associations than many other papers in the liter-
ature by controlling explicitly for multiple skills. Second, we show strong ties between
college attainment and specific behaviors or lifestyles that predict mortality, shedding
light on mechanisms that drive the education-health gradient.6
While IQ and education have long been studied in economics, socioemotional mea-
sures are still relatively new to the economics literature, although other social sciences
have integrated them into their research (Borghans et al., 2008). For this study, we used
personality ratings that have been linked to the Big Five taxonomy of personality to mea-
4Auld and Sidhu (2005) use two binary variables indicating whether health restricts (1) type of employ-
ment or (2) amount of employment. They also use a general health rating.
5See Section IV for considerations about external validity.
6See Figures C-1–C-3 in the Web appendix for survival curves by behaviors or lifestyles.
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sure socioemotional skills.7 Among many alternative socioemotional measures, the Big
Five taxonomy of personality has the advantage of being rigorously derived from data
and highly recognized by many researchers (John and Srivastava, 1999). In short, Big
Five personality traits are the following five factors that aggregate numerous correlated
facets of personality. Openness is a propensity to be intellectual and open to new expe-
riences and ideas. Conscientiousness is a propensity to be organized, thoughtful about
the future, and rule-following. Extraversion is a propensity to be energetic towards the
social and material world. Agreeableness is a propensity to be pro-social. Neuroticism is
a propensity to be emotionally unstable.
The Big Five is not an exhaustive representation of personality, but most other mea-
sures of personality can be mapped into some combination of the Big Five (Costa and
McCrae, 1992; John, 1990). Following Borghans et al. (2008), we view the Big Five per-
sonality traits as key individual characteristics that are distinct from cognitive ability,
although some of the Big Five are moderately correlated to cognition. Furthermore, the
malleability of these characteristics leads us to describe them as socioemotional skills.
Socioemotional skills together with cognitive ability represent the capabilities of an indi-
vidual.
Socioemotional skills have been shown to be predictive of a wide variety of outcomes,
including educational attainment, cognitive development, and risky behavior (see Alm-
lund et al. (2011) for an overview). There are several theoretical hypotheses explaining
why socioemotional skills may influence health behaviors and health. Skills may reflect
7Martin and Friedman (2000) establish strong links between Terman data measures and standard Big
Five measures.
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important economic preferences such as risk aversion and time preference. For instance,
Conscientiousness has been shown to be negatively correlated with discount rates (Daly
et al., 2009). Socioemotional skills may also act as modifiers for actions that enter the
production function of health such as following complex procedures prescribed by the
doctor at home. Finally, skills may affect the production of future skills which, in turn,
build future health (e.g., Cunha et al. (2010)).
Using the Big Five as a representation of socioemotional skills, we find that some
skills are persistently important for health outcomes while others show mixed evidence.
Other studies in economics have also shown that socioemotional skills are influential
in determining health outcomes, but many rely on one-dimensional representations of
socioemotional skills (e.g., Cobb-Clark, Kassenboehmer, and Schurer (2014); Heckman,
Humphries, and Veramendi (2014); Hong, Savelyev, and Tan (2017)). The use of one-
dimensional representations is often caused by data limitations. The same limitations
often lead to the use of ad hoc measures of skills. Our results thus complement the
literature by breaking down the role of socioemotional skills into multiple distinct and
well-established components.
The psychology literature, on the other hand, reports numerous correlations between
the Big Five personality factors and health-related outcomes.8 While informative, these
papers typically focus on how a small subset of socioemotional skills (often just one) is
associated with one or several health-related outcomes. Using a small subset of correlated
skills in the regression does not allow for a ceteris paribus interpretation of the estimated
8See, e.g., Friedman (2000, 2008), Friedman et al. (1994, 1995, 1993), Hampson and Friedman (2008), and
Martin et al. (2007, 2002).
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relationships. The use of a small subset of outcomes raises concerns about selecting only
health-related outcomes that exhibit a statistically significant change in response to skills.
Also, most papers employ either a single noisy measure of each skill, or an average of
several noisy measures, or factor scores. All these approaches lead to attenuation bias if
applied without using bias-correction techniques (Croon, 2002; Heckman et al., 2013).
Our work thus enhances the reliability of existing literature results by applying a
combination of econometric techniques that achieve four goals: (1) minimizing a poten-
tial omitted variable bias by controlling for latent socioemotional skills, IQ, and a rich
set of background variables, (2) eliminating attenuation bias by explicitly modeling mea-
surement error in measures of skills via factor analysis, (3) avoiding selective choice of
outcomes that yield statistically significant effects (“cherry-picking”) by considering a
large set of available health-related outcomes, and (4) avoiding over-rejection of hypothe-
ses by controlling for multiple hypothesis testing (family-wise error rate). Since we use
these rigorous procedures, we expect our results to be more reliable than results in the
literature. We confirm some literature results but contradict some others.
For each outcome of interest, we jointly estimate a linear-in-parameters outcome equa-
tion and a factor model that links latent skills to their multiple noisy measures. We adjust
each single-hypothesis p-value to strongly control for the family-wise error rate follow-
ing Romano and Wolf (2005). Table 1 aggregates qualitative results of this paper, which
differ by gender.
For males, we find evidence robust to multiple hypothesis testing for linkages be-
tween skills, education, and essential life outcomes. Education and Conscientiousness
are health-beneficial, while Neuroticism and Openness are health-harming. We find
6
mixed effects for Extraversion. IQ does not play a large role within this high-IQ sample
(but still shows some mixed effects). For females, we find substantial evidence for the
health-harmful effect of Neuroticism. Education shows mixed effects, due to its link with
a higher probability of never being married. For Openness, we find a health-beneficial
effect, which contrasts with the health-harming effect that we find for men.
While finding a positive role of Conscientiousness and a negative role of Neuroticism
is common in the literature, our results suggesting that Openness is linked to worse
health-related outcomes in males is new. Openness is often viewed positively and is
linked to improved learning (Debra A. et al., 2006), but our paper suggests that we
should be cautious about fostering Openness as a skill.
[Table 1 here]
Finally, our diverse health-related outcomes over the lifecycle are potential mediators
for the link between education and longevity (see Buckles et al., 2013; Savelyev, 2017).9
We document sizeable differences in survival rates by health behaviors, lifestyles, and
health status in the Web Appendix (see Figures C-1–C-3).10 The discovered associations
between education and health-related outcomes are therefore plausible mechanisms for
understanding the effect of college on longevity.11
9In a companion paper based on the same data, Savelyev (2017) explores the impact of socioemotional
skills and education on mortality . This paper, on the other hand, studies a large number of health-
related outcomes across the lifecycle that may serve as mechanisms through which skills and education
affect mortality. While closely related thematically, the two papers use different estimation strategies due
to different econometric challenges related to the MPH model in the Savelyev (2017) paper vs. multiple
hypothesis testing in this paper.
10We do not discuss earnings in this paper although they are related to health. Instead, we refer the
reader to a working paper that also uses the Terman data to extensively discuss conditional associations
between socioemotional skills and earnings (Gensowski, 2014). Collischon (2017) investigates the relation-
ship between cognition, personality, and wages using the German Socio-Economic Panel.
11In the Terman data we lack statistical power that is needed for a complete mediation analysis, a decom-
position of the effect of education on longevity with respect to mediators. We leave the longevity mediation
analysis to our working paper based on the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study that has a larger sample (Hong,
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II. DATA DESCRIPTION
Research presented in this paper is based on the Terman data (Terman, 1986), which
prospectively follow from 1922 to 1991 a group of about 1,500 males and females who
were born around 1910. The subjects were selected from public schools in California for
IQs above 140.
The availability of early life personality measures in the Terman data enables the
construction of latent factors that are close to the contemporary and well-established Big
Five taxonomy of personality (Martin and Friedman, 2000). Our measures of Openness,
Conscientiousness, and Extraversion from 1922 are observed at about age 12. Following
prior work by psychologists Friedman et al. (2010, 1995, 1993), we construct our measures
from 1922 as averages of teachers’ and parents’ continuous ratings. We supplement these
data with 1940 continuous and binary measures of Agreeableness and Neuroticism self-
reported at about age 30 to complete the Big Five. Table 2 lists the raw measures by factor.
The measures are explained in the table note. The grouping is based on our exploratory
and confirmatory factor analysis presented in the Web Appendix.12
[Table 2 here]
While the sample is homogenous in that the subjects are all highly intelligent, per-
sonality measures show a wide variation. In fact, there is no evidence that the subjects’
measures of personality differ significantly from the general population (Friedman et al.,
Savelyev, and Tan, 2017), but describes a different population and lacks a number of variables that the
Terman data have such as childhood measures of personality.
12See Web Appendix B for technical details of our treatment of factors. Additionally, Table C-1 of the
Web Appendix documents correlations among the Big Five factors, which are similar to those found in the
literature, as we argue in Section C of the Web Appendix. This similarity provides additional evidence of
the quality of our measures of personality.
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1993; Terman and Sears, 2002), with a possible exception of Openness (DeYoung et al.,
2005). The Terman study has an attrition rate of less than 10%, which is low for a 70-
year-long prospective study.
The wealth of information in the Terman data is remarkable. Some 4,500 measure-
ments include detailed family background, parental investments in children, personality,
and health measures in childhood and adolescence, among other important determinants
of health behavior and educational attainment of the subjects. Table 3 presents health-
related outcomes that we explore in this paper including health behaviors and their
proxies, lifestyles, and general heath measures. Many of these outcomes were observed
at multiple points over the lifecycle. Table 4 describes education, IQ, and background
variables.
[Tables 3 and 4 here]
In our study we excluded subjects who were not born in the period 1904–1915 (to
cut out the small number of respondents born too far before or after the main cohort),
subjects who have no personality ratings in 1922, subjects who are high-school dropouts,
subjects with serious diseases in their early life, such as chorea or Hodgkin’s disease, and
subjects without information on educational attainment. Aside from excluding subjects
due to missing data, these restrictions remove outliers13 and help minimize possible
reverse causality between education and health.14
13For example, 16 subjects who were high school dropouts despite extraordinary IQ.
14For example, subjects with serious early health problems that may have severely affected their school-
ing choice. Due to resampling methods that we use, controlling for binary variables that control for
conditions of only a few people is not the best option due to the risk of a perfect collinearity problem in a
number of resampling draws.
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III. METHODOLOGY
We use a linear model to examine the associations between college education, socioe-
motional skills (conditional on education) and health related outcomes. Socioemotional
skills may impact outcomes directly or indirectly through education. However, for the
Terman data, we show that the direct channel is indistinguishable from the total im-
pact, so that controlling for education does not lead to an underestimate of the impor-
tance of skills.15 Let Hk be the kth health-related outcome available in the Terman data,
k ∈ {1, ..., K}. We estimate a system of equations:
Hk = akD + bkΘSE + ckΘC + dkX + ek (1)
M ∗ = ψΘSE + piA + γX + η, (2)
where D is an indicator for college completion; ΘSE is a vector containing latent so-
cioemotional skills; ΘC represents cognitive skills as measured by IQ;16 X is a vector
of background variables (see Table 4); η and ek are mutually independent i.i.d. error
terms; M ∗ is a vector of both observed and latent personality measures;17 A is the age
at which personality was measured; and ψ is a matrix of factor loadings. Without loss of
15See Tables C-2 and C-3 of the Web Appendix that show a negligible difference between estimated direct
and indirect effects of skills. The same table shows that the education coefficient is robust to controlling
for only 1922 measures of skills vs. both 1922 and 1940 measures.
16We only have one measure of IQ, so we cannot include intelligence in the factor model due to data
limitations. Since this is a study of high-IQ people with diverse socioemotional skills, the effect of IQ is of
secondary importance (we can expect the effect of IQ to be, at best, weak.).
17Model (2) is written in a way that saves notation. Some elements of vector M ∗ are continuous, for
which we use a linear factor model; some others are binary, for which we use a logit model representation
(see Table 2 for the description of personality measures). For a continuous measure j, the asterisk can be
omitted: M∗j = Mj. For a latent measure i, latent M
∗
i translates to Mi = 1 if M
∗
i ≥ 0 and to Mi = 0
otherwise.
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generality, the variance of each element of ΘSE is set to one.18 No restriction on correla-
tions among latent factors is imposed. Finally, without loss of generality, signs of factor
loadings are set such that the Big Five traits can be interpreted in the traditional way.19
Identification of such factor models is standard (e.g., Anderson and Rubin, 1956).20 We
estimate system (1-2) for each k ∈ {1, ..., K}, allowing us to identify the effect of latent fac-
tor ΘSE on Hk whilst accounting for measurement error in measures, which is explicitly
modeled in (2).21 We estimate these systems of equations using the maximum likelihood
approach.
We further estimate a restricted model that omits latent socioemotional skills
Hk = akr D + c
k
rΘ
C + dkrX + e
k
r , (3)
and compare the coefficient of determination (R2) of models (1) and (3) for each k.22
1. Multiple-Hypothesis Testing Problem and the Stepdown Procedure A major challenge in
exploring treatment effects on multiple outcomes is accounting for false rejections due
to the multiplicity of single hypotheses being tested (e.g., Westfall and Young, 1993). It
18This is a standard normalization for a latent factor, which has no natural metric, needed for identifica-
tion of the factor model.
19With this standard setting needed for identification, each Big Five factor can be interpreted as implied
by its names. For instance, higher Conscientiousness implies higher propensity to be organized etc., not
lower. Higher Neuroticism implies lower emotional stability.
20Web Appendix B contains technical details about the measurement system (2), specifically about re-
strictions on matrix ψ that make the factors interpretable as the Big Five.
21Theoretically, it might be beneficial to estimate equations (1) for all k simultaneously, but this approach
leads to a complex model with too many degrees of freedom, which is difficult to reliably estimate in
practice. Plus, estimation of outcomes one-by-one can be expected to be more robust to misspecification.
An occasional misspecification of equation (1) for one particular outcome does not bias results for all other
outcomes through common factor ΘSE.
22For equation (1), we determine R2k as 1 − V̂ar(ek)/V̂ar(Hk); for equation (3) R2kr = 1 −
V̂ar(ekr )/V̂ar(Hkr ).
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is well known that as the number of single hypotheses under consideration increases,
the probability that at least one of them is falsely rejected given that all of them are
true quickly increases. While this problem is well-recognized in genetics research, where
thousands of single hypotheses are tested, in the economics literature it is largely ne-
glected despite substantial probabilities of false rejection.
Consider a family of single tests. Let the chance of false rejection for each individual
test be α = P(H1|H0). Define the family-wise error rate, FWE= P(Reject at least one
Hi| all Hi are true). For instance, let α be 0.05 for each single test. Then, for a fam-
ily of four independent tests, the FWE(4)=1− (1− 0.05)4=0.19. Likewise, FWE(7)=0.30;
FWE(10)=0.40; FWE(60)=0.95; and FWE(90)=0.99. Therefore, risks of false rejection are
unacceptably high even for small families of tests and need to be controlled for.
The particular grouping of hypotheses into families for which p-values get adjusted
is up to the econometrician. It is straightforward to consider a family that contains all
single hypotheses that are tested in this paper, but this approach is overly-conservative,
leading to the opposite problem: after such an adjustment, we risk accepting most, if not
all, of individual hypotheses that are in fact false.
We can improve statistical power by using a priori information and by asking more
precise research questions. Following Heckman et al. (2010), we account for multiple-
hypothesis testing within each group of single hypotheses that are clustered a priori by
type of outcome. In doing so, we account for the multiplicity of similar outcomes. For
example, based on prior research, we expect that education negatively affects heavy
drinking, while Extraversion has the opposite effect, but we are less sure of the age
at which we should expect this effect for our population (Conti and Hansman, 2013;
12
Cookson, 1994; Crum et al., 1993; Droomers et al., 1999; Flory et al., 2002). We therefore
form a family of heavy drinking variables measured at various ages. In addition, we
consider the following groupings: (1) all available lifecycle-aggregated outcomes together
and (2) all available midlife outcomes together. This way, we account for the multiplicity
of hypotheses on diverse health-related outcomes (1) over the lifecycle and (2) at midlife,
by which time subjects should have substantial variation in both health and addiction
capital stocks.
To account for the multiple hypothesis testing problem, we use the stepdown algo-
rithm (Romano and Wolf, 2005), a powerful procedure that provides adjusted p-values
for each individual test. Let there be K individual hypotheses in a family of tests. Then,
adaptation of the general stepdown algorithm to particular needs of this paper leads to
the following procedure:
1. For each individual hypothesis in the family, obtain the true t-statistic and B boot-
strap t-statistics. (Use absolute values of t-statistics since all tests are two-tailed.)
2. Find the maximal t-statistic among K true t-statistics. Do the same for each pseudo-
sample to get a bootstrap distribution of maximal t-statistics.
3. Use the distribution of maximal bootstrap t-statistics to test the hypothesis asso-
ciated with the maximal true t-statistic. The p-value of this test is the stepdown-
adjusted individual hypothesis p-value for the hypothesis associated with the max-
imal true t-statistic.
4. Exclude the hypothesis tested in step 3 from the family for further steps. If only one
hypothesis is left after the exclusion then test this hypothesis individually and stop
13
the procedure. If multiple hypotheses are left then repeat the procedure starting
from (2).
The stepdown procedure has three important advantages. First, it strongly controls
for the FWE. Strong control holds regardless of which subset of hypotheses happen to
be true (any partial null), while weak control holds only if all hypotheses are true (the
complete null) (Westfall and Young, 1993). Second, it tests for the statistical significance
of each individual hypothesis, unlike standard joint tests. Finally, it is a more power-
ful method than the computationally simpler Bonferroni and Holm-Bonferroni methods.
Gains in power come from accounting for statistical dependencies among individual test
statistics captured through resampling (Romano and Wolf, 2005). A big computational
advantage of the stepdown procedure is the lack of a need to resample t-statistics again
for the subsequent stages of stepdown: steps 2–4 are repeated, while step one is per-
formed only once.
2. Assumptions and Limitations For the identification of the effect of education, we relax
the traditional conditional independence assumption and replace it by its generalization:
conditional on both observables and latent factors, educational choice is orthogonal to
potential health-related outcomes with and without a college degree (Carneiro, Hansen,
and Heckman, 2003).
The limitation of this approach is that if some important confounding factor is still not
controlled for, results should be interpreted as conditional associations. Since the Terman
data contain an extraordinary number of relevant observable background variables plus
IQ and comprehensive personality measures, we believe that the omitted variable bias
14
is less of a threat than with other observational studies. We conduct a placebo test that
supports our conditional independence assumption. We regress predetermined health
variables on education, skills, and background controls and do not reject a single test.23
Likewise, to identify the effects of each skill, we rely on controlling for other skills and
the wealth of background controls.
A conservative view of these results is to consider them as associations conditional on
an extraordinarily rich set of observables and latent factors. Therefore, we use association
language when we discuss estimated coefficients. Such associations are informative since
they account for many important potential confounders.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present a summary of our main results for health-related outcomes in Tables 5 and 6.
Each cell shows the regression coefficient representing a conditional association between
a skill (or education) and a health-related outcome. The association is conditional on
a large set of observable background controls, latent skills and IQ. The associations are
calculated for changes in skills by one standard deviation or for changes in education
status from “‘no completed college education” to “completed college education.”
Asterisks denote the stepdown-adjusted statistical significance level within a family
(or block) of outcomes of the same type marked by bold frames. Examples of such blocks
include all available heavy alcohol drinking-related outcomes and all marriage-related
outcomes across the lifecycle.24 Coefficients with p-values above 0.15 are not shown in
23See Table C-4 in the Web Appendix.
24Physical exercise, BMI, and smoking are exceptions as we know them at only one specific age, and so
they are not a part of a family of multiple similar outcomes observed over time.
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summary tables to reduce clutter since we can hardly statistically distinguish them from
zero, but all coefficients and p-values are available in the Web Appendix.25
The results are typeface coded so that bolded coefficients refer to associations that are
considered in the literature to be beneficial for longevity (such as a decrease in heavy
drinking or an increase in physical activity), and italicized coefficients refer to adverse
associations. One quick way to analyze these summary tables is to study the typeface
distribution over the table.
[Tables 5–6 here]
Our paper uses a methodology that directly controls for potential sources of ability
bias and provides additional evidence in favor of education‘s effects on health-related
outcomes. Quantitatively, direct comparison with the literature is difficult due to differ-
ences in the samples analyzed, as well as differences in the level of education consid-
ered. This is particularly true for studies using compulsory schooling laws as instru-
mental variables, since the effect is identified based on a sub-sample of students who are
marginal dropouts and focuses on the effect of another year of elementary, middle, or
high school. Those affected by the schooling laws are likely to be on the lower side of
the IQ distribution. In contrast, our estimates are conditional on high IQs. We therefore
look to the qualitative results to facilitate comparisons with the literature.
1. Summary of Results by Type for Males Our results show that for males, college educa-
tion, Conscientiousness, and marginally, Agreeableness act on health-related outcomes
in a health-beneficial way and Neuroticism and Openness are disadvantageous, while
25See Tables A-1–A-6 of the Web Appendix for the full set of coefficients, standard errors, and p-values,
both adjusted and unadjusted.
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Extraversion and IQ show mixed associations (see Table 5).
Focusing on our education coefficients, we find that college is linked to an 8–11 p.p.
decline in the probability of heavy drinking, a 14 p.p. reduction in the divorce rate, an
11 p.p. increase in frequent physical activity, and an 8 p.p. increase in the probability of
membership to an organization. Our estimates are in line with claims in the literature that
associate college with less heavy drinking (Conti and Hansman, 2013; Crum et al., 1993;
Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2010; Droomers et al., 1999), lower divorce rates (Stevenson
and Wolfers, 2007), and higher physical activity (Conti and Hansman, 2013; Conti et al.,
2010), but differ from other papers that find small effects of education on health behaviors
(Clark and Royer, 2013). We note that the papers documenting positive education effects
use years of schooling, a broader measure of education that also captures the effect of
college, whereas Clark and Royer (2013) study the effect of an additional year of high
school identified for marginal high school dropouts.
In the introduction, we contrasted the health-beneficial estimates of education in our
high IQ sample with those found by Auld and Sidhu (2005), who find little positive
effect of schooling on health for highly able individuals and therefore conclude that
more schooling would have a small health impact for the highly able. This apparent
contradiction might be less severe than at first glance. We do find that college does not
have a robust link with our measures of general health in midlife, which is consistent
with their finding that high IQ subjects with more education do not have better work-
related health than high IQ subjects with less education.26 Our disagreement stems from
26We find no association between education and general health of men in 1940–1960 (about ages 30–50).
For women we find statistically significant effect on general health for 1940, but not for 1950–1960.
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the fact that a statistically insignificant effect on general health measures in midlife does
not necessarily imply a lack of impact on other health-related outcomes such as heavy
drinking, physical activity, marriage, and organizational membership. In addition, in
a companion paper based on the same data, Savelyev (2017) shows a strong effect of
male education on longevity. We therefore dispute the view that college for high ability
subjects does not have health returns.
Turning to the links between skills and outcomes, our estimates show strong and per-
sistent health-beneficial links between Conscientiousness and heavy drinking, marriage
outcomes, and mental health, consistent with the correlations reported by psychologists
who worked with the Terman sample (e.g., Friedman, 2000; Goodwin and Friedman,
2006). Papers based on other data sources report similar findings (Mroczek et al., 2009;
Prevoo and ter Weel, 2015). The benefits associated with Conscientiousness may stem
from better self-control and better decision-making, including better matches on the mar-
riage market, better job choices, better health investment choices, and better persistence
in maintaining positive health habits.27
Openness exhibits negative associations with physical activity, marriage outcomes,
mental health, and general health. Openness is usually viewed as a productive trait asso-
ciated with being intellectual, curious, creative, and open-minded. Indeed other papers
tend to find beneficial links between Openness and the outcomes that we study.28 In
this paper we condition on IQ and other Big Five personality characteristics and find
associations of Openness with adverse health outcomes, unlike prior papers (e.g., Fried-
27See also Kern et al. (2009) for a discussion of the positive associations between Conscientiousness and
health.
28E.g., Goodwin and Friedman (2006) find a positive link between Openness and self-reported health,
while Kotov et al. (2010) find weak links between Openness and mental health problems.
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man, 2000). These adverse associations could reflect the health cost of creativity, open-
mindedness, and a desire for new experiences, masked by a positive correlation between
Openness and IQ among other possible confounders. For example, a desire for new
experiences may imply less interest in keeping a stable partner, which may explain as-
sociations with divorce-related outcomes such as “ended up divorced” and “divorced at
least twice.”
Neuroticism, similarly to Openness, is positively associated with divorce outcomes
(borderline statistically significant coefficients), which is in line with the literature. High
levels of Neuroticism are also associated with never getting married (also borderline
statistically-significant). It is possibly harder for an emotionally-unstable man to find a
good match or to keep relationships and family well-being on a mutually satisfactory
level. For both open and neurotic men we see effects on reduced physical activity, heavy
drinking, and reduced general and mental health.
Extraversion shows mixed associations. We see persistent positive associations with
both heavy drinking and mental health. While the positive link with mental health is
consistent with the literature (Cookson, 1994; Flory et al., 2002), the link with alcohol is in
contrast to Goodwin and Friedman (2006), who find a borderline statistically significant
negative link in the general US population. One possible explanation is that Extraversion
can increase alcohol consumption through more participation in social events that are
complementary with alcohol consumption. The increase in socializing may in turn be
beneficial for mental health. Agreeableness is positively associated with membership in
organizations in 1950.
Finally, associations with IQ are weak and mixed, an unsurprising result given the
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extraordinary intelligence of the Terman population and small variation in their IQs. We
see a positive association between IQ and heavy drinking around age 30 and some mixed
associations with social participation.
2. Summary of Associations by Type for Females For females, we reject a smaller fraction
of hypotheses. We see that education encourages group membership among women
over the lifecycle, improves their general health at least in young adulthood, and de-
creases their likelihood of divorce. However, the probability of never being married
increases with education. The key differences with the results for males are the lack of a
strong negative association with heavy drinking, a positive link with general health, and
a higher likelihood of never being married.
A negative association between education and marriage for women is consistent with
the literature (England and Bearak, 2012). In a decomposition based on the WLS data,
Hong, Savelyev, and Tan (2017) show that the historically negative effect of education on
marriage for women counterbalances a positive effect of education on wages, partially
explaining the lack of a steep education-mortality gradient for women.
Similarly to males, Neuroticism is associated with lower general and mental health,
but unlike males is also linked to lower BMI. To provide one possible explanation of
the association of Neuroticism with lower BMI, a more neurotic female may worry more
about her health or physical appearance, leading to a reduced likelihood of being over-
weight. The healthiness of this possible mechanism of weight reduction remains unclear.
For instance, it could work through a calorically-balanced diet and active lifestyle, but it
could also work through an eating disorder and excessive exercise. Cervera et al. (2003)
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suggest an unhealthy channel: they find a positive association between neurotic person-
ality and eating disorders in women 12–21 years old and note that eating disorders are
much more prevalent among females.
We also see some positive associations between Extraversion and heavy drinking, the
same pattern as for men. Unlike for men, the only association of Openness for women
that we observe is health-beneficial: a reduction in heavy drinking.
3. Summary of Lifetime and Midlife Outcomes We also adjust inference for two alternative
groupings of outcomes: (1) outcomes aggregated over the lifecycle whenever informa-
tion for such aggregation is available and (2) all available outcomes at midlife. As we
can see from Table 7, the key results discussed above survive this adjustment so that
the qualitative summary in Table 1 is robust to this alternative approach to hypothesis
grouping.29
[Table 7 here]
For males, as above, we see evidence that Conscientiousness and education are asso-
ciated with health-beneficial outcomes, while Openness and Neuroticism are associated
with health-harming ones (see Panels A and B of Table 7). Education is negatively as-
sociated with lifetime heavy drinking and divorce and positively associated with social
participation. Conscientiousness is negatively associated with a higher likelihood of
heavy drinking, ever smoking, mental health problems, and divorce. Neuroticism and
Openness are linked to decreased mental health. In addition, Neuroticism is negatively
associated with general and mental health at midlife. Extraversion is related to more
29Some of variables in Tables 5 and 6 are neither lifetime nor mid-life, and so the sets of available
behavior types that are tested in Tables 5, 6, and 7 somewhat differ.
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lifetime heavy drinking but superior mental health at midlife.
For females, as above, we see the beneficial role of education and the adverse role
of Neuroticism (see Panels C and D). Education is linked to increased lifetime general
health and midlife social activity and has a negative association with lifetime divorce.
Neuroticism is related to diminished mental and general health.
4. Robustness to Controlling for Essential Covariates and Familywise Error Rate Research in
health psychology and epidemiology has provided evidence on correlations between the
Big Five factors and health-related life outcomes. However, it is unclear whether these
results can survive controlling for confounding factors and multiple hypothesis testing.
We demonstrate that a number of these results do survive conditioning on extraordi-
narily rich background characteristics, IQ, and other personality traits from the Big Five
taxonomy, and correction for the family-wise error rate, while some others do not. We
also show that some of these results are persistent over the lifecycle.
In particular, we verify the key role of two personality factors, Conscientiousness
and Neuroticism, in influencing health (Bogg and Roberts (2004); Droomers et al. (1999);
Friedman (2000); Friedman et al. (1993)). Our estimated coefficients are statistically sig-
nificant and reflect a substantial percentage of sample means for many outcomes. Our
results therefore confirm the positive association between Conscientiousness and health
and add to a growing body of evidence suggesting that Neuroticism is a major determi-
nant of health-related outcomes (Lahey, 2009). As mentioned, the positive association be-
tween Extraversion and drinking alcohol confirms a recognized pattern (Cookson, 1994;
Flory et al., 2002).
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However, some associations are less robust. Friedman et al. (1995) reports that heavy
drinking is associated with Conscientiousness for both genders based on unconditional
correlations, with p-values for both associations below 0.01. We find that only the as-
sociation for males survives conditioning on background variables, IQ, and latent per-
sonality. For women, even before stepdown adjustment, p-values for all heavy drinking
variables exceed 0.8. Similarly, in meta-analyses by Kotov et al. (2010) and Roberts et al.
(2007), negative associations between Agreeableness, drinking of alcohol, and divorce
are reported. We find statistically significant estimates under naive standard errors but
statistical significance is lost once we control for familywise error rate.30
5. Predictive Power of Socioemotional Skills vs. Traditional Controls The predictive power of
socioemotional skills is comparable to the combined role of education, IQ, and detailed
background controls for many of the health-related outcomes of high-ability individuals.
Figure 1 presents the R2 statistic for two outcome equations: the full model (1) and the
restricted model (3) that omits socioemotional skills. The results suggest that omitting
socioemotional skills leads to a substantial reduction in R2 for most of the health-related
outcomes. The reduction is around 50% or higher for heavy drinking, physical exercise,
and mental health. It is about 25% or higher for overweight, divorce, and general health.
For smoking, the reduction is about 15% or higher. We acknowledge that in a more het-
erogeneous sample than Terman’s, traditional controls are expected to explain a higher
share of variance.
Interestingly, unlike the share of total variance explained by skills, the selection on
30See Web Appendix A for detailed stepdown tables.
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background variables and latent skills is negligible for the Terman data. We view this
not as a contradiction to previous work (Bijwaard et al., 2015; Conti et al., 2010), but
as a supplementary result obtained for a high-IQ population. Figure C-4 of the Web
Appendix presents education coefficients with a full set of controls and without any
controls and shows that results are almost identical, with the exception of mental health.
[Figure 1 here]
6. Data Limitations While our dataset is rich in terms of the variables we observe, it has
a modest sample size, which influences this paper in two main ways. First, we make lin-
ear parametric assumptions for the statistical models capturing the measurement system
for socioemotional factors and the equations modeling health-related outcomes. We lack
statistical power required for more complex models. Second, even though this paper sug-
gests important health-related mechanisms through which education and socioemotional
skills affect longevity, the sample is too small to allow for a full mediation analysis. Also,
due to a lack of measures of Agreeableness and Neuroticism in childhood, we have to use
such measures in young adulthood and interpret the resulting estimates with caution.
7. Implications of the Terman Sample and External Validity The results in this paper are
based on a historical sample of people with exceptional IQs. We have access to early
measures of psychological skills and high quality lifecycle data at the expense of dealing
with both an unusual and deceased cohort.
Effects of education and skills may differ with the level of intelligence, so it is useful
to know such effects for different levels of IQ, including the limiting case of very high
IQ. This knowledge helps us verify some claims made in the literature. While Auld and
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Sidhu (2005) suggest that education is only productive for health at low levels and only
for low-IQ people, we find that education is highly productive at the college level even
for people with extraordinarily high IQs.
Another benefit of selection on high IQ is that it reduces the potential of IQ to con-
found the effects of education on health. For the Terman sample we can be sure that IQs
of all subjects were more than sufficient to finish college.
We do not claim applicability of the results to the general population, but the results
may be applicable to a population of individuals with high IQs, though not necessarily
as high as those observed in the Terman subjects. If the health benefits of skills and
education depend only weakly on the exceptional IQ of our sample, then similar results
may hold for less exceptional populations. The lack of interaction effects between IQ and
other essential determinants of outcomes in our data supports this consideration. We are
also encouraged by the fact that many of our results are consistent with results estab-
lished in more general samples, making it more likely that our findings are externally
valid.
Application to more recent cohorts presents another challenge. Social norms toward
many of these health behaviors have changed over time. In addition, there is more
information available about the effects of these behaviors on health and longevity, as
well as many technological innovations that individuals can make use of to improve
their health. All of these changes may affect the magnitude of the effects. That said,
the qualitative results summarized in Table 1 may survive if the essential mechanisms
behind the effects remain relevant. For instance, educated and conscientious people may
still exhibit better self-control and decision making leading to a higher willingness and
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ability to engage in healthy behaviors.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The importance of socioemotional skills in the analysis of health is gaining recognition
among economists. We contribute to this emerging literature by investigating the role
of multi-dimensional socioemotional skills on health-related outcomes using a unique
prospective lifecycle dataset with cognitive and socioemotional skills measured early in
life and find substantial conditional associations after controlling for the familywise error
rate.
We find that education has statistically significant conditional associations with sev-
eral important health-related outcomes. This adds new evidence to the mixed results in
the literature regarding the effect of education on health. We also find that the role of
socioemotional skills in explaining health outcomes is comparable to that of education,
IQ, and background controls combined—at least for a sample of high-IQ people. This
strong result establishes socioemotional skills as an important aspect of human capital
that should receive greater attention from economists.
The findings regarding socioemotional skills open additional opportunities for pub-
lic policy. Conditional on the availability of socially-acceptable and cost-effective policy
interventions for children, we can improve health by remediating, for instance, an ex-
treme lack of Conscientiousness or Emotional Stability, the inverse of Neuroticism. How-
ever, relationships between Agreeableness, Extraversion, and health-related outcomes
are mixed. Openness is known to be productive for a number of outcomes outside of
the health domain but shows adverse association with health. Hence we are less sure
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that Agreeableness, Extraversion, and Openness are potentially valuable health policy
targets.
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Table 1: Beneficial and Adverse Effects on Health Implied by Empirical Results of This
Paper, a Qualitative Summary
Males Females
A. Cognitive and Socioemotional skills
        Conscientiousness +
        Openness - +
        Extraversion +/-
        Agreeableness
        Neuroticism - -
(a)
        Cognition (IQ)
B. Formal education
        College education or above + +/-
(a) There is a strong eveidence of negative effect on helath, plus a weak evidence of overweight reduction.
It is not clear whether this overweight reduction is healthy or unhealthy (e.g., balanced diet vs. unhealthy diet restrictions)
Notes: “+” and “−” denote health-beneficial and adverse health effects respectively. “+/−” denote
mixed health effects. Only strong evid nce is summarized. (a)We find strong evidence of negative effect
of Neuroticism on female health, plus weak evidence of a reduction in the likelihood of being overweight.
It is unclear whether this overweight reduction is healthy or unhealthy (e.g., balanced diet vs. eating
disorder). Cervera et al. (2003) suggest an unhealthy channel. Calculations are based on the Terman data.
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Table 2: Raw Measures Clustered by Corresponding Factors
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Notes: The table shows the five factors used in this paper and corresponding measures of each factor.
Measures are formulated in the questionnaires exactly as listed in this table, e.g. “prudence.” Following
prior work by psychologists Friedman et al. (2010, 1995, 1993), our measures from 1922 are averages of
teachers’ and parents’ continuous ratings. Continuous and binary measures from 1940 of Agreeableness
and Neuroticism are self-reported. For all continuous measures, raters are asked to put a cross on a line
going from an extremely low to an extraordinary high level of the trait. The line markings provide hints on
how to interpret the traits, even though names of traits are rather self-explanatory, as they are not scientific
terms but normal usage words. For instance, the highest possible prudence corresponds to “always looks
ahead,” and “never sacrifices future good for present pleasure.” The highest conscientiousness is described
as “Keen sense of duty. Does right for right’s sake. Always dependable.” See Web Appendix B for further
details about measures and measure groupings based on exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis.
(a)Based on 1922 data. (b)Based on 1940 data. (c)Binary measure. Calculations are based on the Terman
data.
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Table 5: Summary of Effects on Health-Related Outcomes by Type, Males
A. Health behaviors and their proxies
    1940–1960 Ever Drank Heavily -.055 ** .061 ** -.109 **
    1940 Heavy Drinking -.046 * .044 .057 ** -.086
    1950 Heavy Drinking .040 ** .039 * -.090 **
    1960 Heavy Drinking -.072 ** .056 .044 * -.077
    1940 Overweight -.034 -.023
    1982 Physical Activity, Freq. -.044 * -.066 ** .108 *
    1991 Ever Smoked -.107 **
    1940–1960 Any Organization .084 ***
    1940 Number of Organizations -.175 * .245
    1950 Number of Organizations .258 * 1.172 ***
    1960 Number of Organizations .327 ** 1.501 ***
    Never Married .023 .024
    Married Once and Still Married .056 * .120 **
    Ended up Divorced -.023 * .050 *** .024
    Ever Divorced -.055 * -.137 **
    Divorced at least Twice -.044 ** .031 * .025
B. Mental Health (MH)
    Ever Poor/Fair MH -.071 *** .085 *** -.051 * .134 ***
    1940 Mental Difficulty -.078 *** .086 *** -.077 *** .120 ***
    1950 Mental Difficulty -.040 * .111 ***
    1960 Mental Difficulty -.080 *** .091 *** -.101 *** .120 ***
C. General Health (GH)
    Never Poor/Fair GH -.032 * -.021
    1940 General Health -.279 ***
    1950 General Health .135 ** -.152 ** .096 -.242 ***
    1960 General Health -.211 ***
Education
Conscientio-
usness
Openness Extraversion
Agreeable-
ness
Neuroticism IQ
Notes: Each cell in the table shows the regression coefficient representing a conditional association be-
tween a skill (or education) and a health-related outcome. The association is conditional on a large set
of observable background controls (shown in Table 4) and latent skills. The associations correspond to
changes in skills by one standard deviation (for skill coefficients) or to changes in education status from 0
to 1 (for education coefficients). Asterisks denote the stepdown-adjusted statistical significance level within
a family (or block) of outcomes of the same type, such as heavy drinking outcomes by year, marked by
bold frames. Coefficients are reported with accompanying statistical significance represented by asterisks,
where ***,** and * indicate p < 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 respectively. A coefficient with no asterisk refers to
p < 0.15, while a blank cell refers to a coefficient with p-value above 0.15. Coefficients with p-values above
0.15 are not shown in this summary table, but are available in Tables A-1–A-6 of the Web Appendix, where
we present the full set of coefficients, standard errors, and p-values, both adjusted and unadjusted. The
results are typeface coded so that bolded coefficients refer to associations that are considered in the litera-
ture to be beneficial for longevity (such as a decrease in heavy drinking or an increase in physical activity),
and italicized coefficients refer to adverse associations. Calculations are based on the Terman data.
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Table 6: Summary of Effects on Health-Related Outcomes by Type, Females
A. Health behaviors and their proxies
    1940–1960 Ever Drank Heavily -.073 ** .054 *
    1940 Heavy Drinking -.041 *
    1950 Heavy Drinking
    1960 Heavy Drinking -.060 * .049
    1940 Overweight -.037 * -.074 *
    1982 Physical Activity, Freq.
    1991 Ever Smoked
    1940–1960 Any Organization .066 **
    1940 Number of Organizations .789 ***
    1950 Number of Organizations .877 ***
    1960 Number of Organizations -.352 ** 1.213 ***
    Never Married .074 ***
    Married Once and Still Married .129 *
    Ended up Divorced
    Ever Divorced -.111 **
    Divorced at least Twice -.054 *
B. Mental Health (MH)
    Ever Poor/Fair MH .152 ***
    1940 Mental Difficulty .137 ***
    1950 Mental Difficulty .134 ***
    1960 Mental Difficulty .123 ***
C. General Health (GH)
    Never Poor/Fair GH -.044 *** .116 ***
    1940 General Health -.133 * -.318 *** .283 **
    1950 General Health -.094 -.267 *** .172
    1960 General Health -.241 ***
Education
Conscientio-
usness
Openness Extraversion
Agreeable-
ness
Neuroticism IQ
Notes: Each cell in the table shows the regression coefficient representing a conditional association be-
tween a skill (or education) and a health-related outcome. The association is conditional on a large set
of observable background controls (shown in Table 4) and latent skills. The associations correspond to
changes in skills by one standard deviation (for skill coefficients) or to changes in education status from 0
to 1 (for education coefficients). Asterisks denote the stepdown-adjusted statistical significance level within
a family (or block) of outcomes of the same type, such as heavy drinking outcomes by year, marked by
bold frames. Coefficients are reported with accompanying statistical significance represented by asterisks,
where ***,** and * indicate p < 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 respectively. A coefficient with no asterisk refers to
p < 0.15, while a blank cell refers to a coefficient with p-value above 0.15. Coefficients with p-values above
0.15 are not shown in this summary table, but are available in Tables A-1–A-6 of the Web Appendix, where
we present the full set of coefficients, standard errors, and p-values, both adjusted and unadjusted. The
results are typeface coded so that bolded coefficients refer to associations that are considered in the litera-
ture to be beneficial for longevity (such as a decrease in heavy drinking or an increase in physical activity),
and italicized coefficients refer to adverse associations. Calculations are based on the Terman data.
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Table 7: Summary of Lifetime and Midlife Outcomes
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Notes: Each cell in the table shows the regression coefficient representing a conditional association be-
tween a skill (or education) and a health-related outcome. The association is conditional on a large set
of observable background controls (shown in Table 4) and latent skills. The associations correspond to
changes in skills by one standard deviation (for skill coefficients) or to changes in education status from 0
to 1 (for education coefficients). Asterisks denote the stepdown-adjusted statistical significance level within
a family (or block) of outcomes of the same type, such as heavy drinking outcomes by year, marked by
bold frames. Coefficients are reported with accompanying statistical significance represented by asterisks,
where ***,** and * indicate p < 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 respectively. A coefficient with no asterisk refers to
p < 0.15, while a blank cell refers to a coefficient with p-value above 0.15. Coefficients with p-values above
0.15 are not shown in this summary table, but are available in Tables A-7 and A-8 of the Web Appendix,
where we present the full set of coefficients, standard errors, and p-values, both adjusted and unadjusted.
The results are typeface coded so that bolded coefficients refer to associations that are considered in the
literature to be beneficial for longevity (such as a decrease in heavy drinking or an increase in physical
activity), and italicized coefficients refer to adverse associations. Calculations are based on the Terman
data. (a)“Midlife” corresponds to age around 50 based on measurements in 1960.
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Figure 1: Coefficient of Determination (R2) Comparison
(a) Males
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(b) Females
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Notes: For each health-related outcome k, R2k is reported for the full model and the model omitting latent
socioemotional skills. R2k is defined as 1 − Vek /VHk , where Vek is the residual variance identified from
the factor model in the outcome equation k. VHk is the outcome variance. Calculations are based on the
Terman data.
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